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1. INTRODUCTION
This project focused on the prominent issue caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. ineffective and
wasteful sanitation methods in public areas where
transmission rates of COVID-19 are high. After
conducting multiple interviews with healthcare
professionals and potential stakeholders, it became
evident that current sanitation methods are often used
incorrectly due to time constraints, costs and a
growing concern of the waste they produce. This
leads the methods to be ineffective. There are
numerous misconceptions on how these methods
work and skepticism of the products themselves. A
middle school carpentry teacher approached us with
the struggle to clean her classroom tools quickly,
easily and efficiently between classes. The client
taught two carpentry classes that require the use of
tools such as tools and hammers. These classes were
separated by a minimum of 51 minutes and a
maximum of 6 hours. In order to successfully sanitize
the tools and set up for the next class, the teacher
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required a handsfree device that could be used in a
school setting Additionally, the client experiences a
respiratory condition that was aggravated by the
current sanitation methods in place.
Research of existing methods that sanitize against
COVID-19 included the use of chemical
disinfectants, antiviral coatings or UV light
(Appendix I). The COVID-19 pandemic affected
many lives in numerous ways. When it comes to
education- students must sanitize their work stations
before and after every class in order to reduce the
spread of COVID-19 and therefore, continue to
remain in person. Our project hopes to allow students
to continue to study and learn in a safe, hygienic,
COVID-free environment.
2. USER NEEDS
During the first stage of the design process, we
conducted thorough background research on the
problem at hand as well as existing solutions and any
patents that may exist (Appendix I, II). Following
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this research, we conducted 3 separate interviews
with our customer, Sheryl Piorkowski, middle school
carpentry teacher, Dee Stevenson, middle school
custodian and Danielle Potter, NP, Family nurse
practitioner, Alteon Health for Summa Health,
Matrix Health Network. From these interviews we
were able to list our customer requirements into four
categories- user performance characteristics, safety,
ease of use and cost. The customer requirements were
as follows• Sanitation in less than 51 minutes,
• adaptable to different spaces
• compatible in a school setting
• less wasteful than current methods
• affordable
• hands-free
• effective against COVID-19
(Appendix III)
3. DESIGN INPUTS
The following engineering requirements were
generated during the second stage of the design
process• Automated (hands-free)
• Adaptability (can fit to different spaces)
• Compatibility (safe for use around children)
• Cost (lower than current school budget of
$1750 for 2 years)
• Size (foldable to sit in small, storage spaces)
• Interchangeable Parts
• Training time (less than 1 hour)
• Sanitation Processing Time (less than 51
minutes)
• Weight (8 lb)
(Appendix IV)
Thereafter, a Quality Function Deployment
(Appendix V) document depicting the relationship
and the strength of the relationships between the
engineering and customer requirements was created.
The competitive analysis concluded that the customer
needs of this project are well represented and are
similar to those by competitor products. A concept
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) table
was created (Appendix VI) to assess the general
hazards associated with the current disinfection
methods. From this FMEA it was evident that the
major risk for existing solutions included exposure to
skin, exposure to eyes, user errors and environmental
hazards.
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4. DESIGN PROCESS
Three approaches to this problem were discussedchemical, anti-viral coatings and UVC light.
Brainstorming discussions using techniques such as
Round Robin brainstorming in which each member
contributed 3 unique ideas were employed to create a
few different ideas for all three approaches. These
ideas were then compared with the engineering
requirements to provide a weighted score in order to
decide which approach would be best. The score
indicated UVC light would be the best approach for
this particular problem. After this, a prototype sketch
(Appendix VII) of an adaptable lining with embedded
UVC LEDs that can fit into different spaces such as a
cabinet or box was drawn. A parts design matrix for
each component of the design was created (Appendix
VIII figure 1-6). This matrices identifies which
engineering requirements apply to which specific
component.
5. DESIGN OUTPUTS
As a result of the parts design matrices, component
specifications were extracted and used to create parts
and assembly drawings on SolidWorks (Appendix IX
figure 7-12) as well as choosing off the shelf parts. A
Bill of Materials (Appendix X) was developed from
these drawings and purchase order requests were
submitted shortly after. At the end of the design
output stage, design verification was conducted
which is described in further detail in the next
section.
6. DESIGN VERIFICATION
Verification of the UVC-LEDs as well as the Mylar
coating were conducted by calculations and analysis
to ensure that the design outputs meet the design
inputs (For the UVC-LEDs, the UVC dosage, light
distribution, LED placement, as well as the time
taken were calculated for an effective disinfection of
the COVID-19 on the metal tools (Appendix XI).
Additionally, the Mylar’s reflectivity and leakage
were analyzed by looking at existing data resulting
from literature values for the given materials. The
final verification report can be located in Appendix
XI- Table 1outlining verification outputs from the
required inputs.
Finally, in order to verify the light intensity, ImageJ
software was used to calculate the pixel count for
when the UVC-LED shines against a surface. The
image found in Appendix XI- figure 13 is an example
of a white light LED shining against a plastic table
surface along with the ImageJ results.
The required UV dosage value was found from
NCBI, 10.6 mJ/cm2 , and from nature.com, 38
mJ/cm2. In order to ensure effective disinfection, we
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decided to use 38 mJ/cm2 as our required UV dosage
in this device.
From this, we then calculate the time needed for
99.99% disinfection with the given height and radiant
flux from the chosen LEDs (Appendix XI).
7. MEDICAL DEVICE
The final prototype of this project was created using
the materials listed within the supply list in Appendix
XIV. The prototype itself uses visual light LEDs,
because using UV-C LEDs for demonstration
purposes could be dangerous because of the risk of
UV-C exposure.
The LEDs were wired together within the lining,
which consists of the mylar reflective material on the
inside and the polyester backing to prevent UVC
leakage. The LEDs were then attached to a heat sink
to prevent overheating and both the LEDs and heat
sink attachment were contained within a heatresistant plastic housing. The full device can be
implemented into a container or cabinet through an
adhesive spray. The client’s tools can then be placed
within the lining for sanitation.
8. VALIDATION TESTING
To make sure that the device meets the user needs,
validation testing was executed. To test for cost, a
comparison with current methods over a long time
period, 2 years was conducted in order to check
whether the device was within the budget or not.
From this analysis, it was concluded that the
Sanitation Squad device was $1000 cheaper than
current sanitation methods employed by the client..
To validate adaptability, the device was used by the
client in different spaces such as a shelf and
cupboard. Test strips and a UV spectrometer were
used to test for leakage and effective UVC spread in
and outside the lining. Finally, to validate user
friendliness, the client was asked to use the device.
These procedures, including validation plans,
procedure, and report are outlined in Appendix XII.
9. RISK MITIGATION PROCESS
Any risk assessment was created using a design
failure mode and effects analysis table (Appendix
XIII). The potential failure modes were analyzed for
each input design component to identify and mitigate
risks. The parts analyzed included UVC LEDs –
275nm Seoul Viosys LED Module (11.5 mW at 100
mA, wavelength 275 nm), Heat Sink - Aluminum,
Lining Material - Polyester Dacron, Mylar - Viagrow
Diamond Mylar, Power Supply - BuckToot DC LED
Driver, Tools Rack to fit tools onto while being
disinfected. This analysis led to the changing of the
UVC light source from a bulb to LED. This is
because the LED is more compatible and flexible
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with the lining reducing the potential of the light
source breaking. Additionally, the heat sink was
incorporated to reduce risk of LEDs overheating and
fire hazard. The highest notable risk comes from
unintended UVC exposure to the bin it is placed in
and the user using the device. Therefore, the design
also incorporated a polyester dacron lining to prevent
leakage and bin degradation.
During the validation stage, a residual risk analysis
was performed, listing Risk Priority Number, risk
summary, risk level, and mitigation methods to
combat residual risks despite mitigations in place
with the design (Appendix VI)
10. MARKETING AND MANUFACTURING
CONSIDERATIONS
The perceived market for this sanitation method is K12 schools in the United States, which is
approximately 131,000 as of the 2017-18 school year
(1), including approximately 17,000 school districts
(2). By dividing the number of schools by the number
of districts, it can be concluded that each district
houses approximately 7 schools.
Some districts may not be able to afford this product
or anything beyond budget essentials, so this needed
to be accounted for in profit and sales. For example,
there are more than ⅓ of districts nationwide that
have concentrated poverty (3). This factor
automatically decreases the market size to 11,300
districts and 79,100 schools, which is an overestimate
of schools without concentrated poverty, so the actual
number may be much lower, but data does not exist
that states an explicit percentage of districts with
concentrated poverty.
With the versatility that the lining provides, educators
could sanitize other classroom tools besides the tool
it was designed on, such as scissors or markers that
are used by the entire class. Given this information, if
every educational institution purchased two linings
for their storage containers or cabinets, each school
would spend $2400 (Appendix XIV-A), multiplied
by 79,100 schools, would total $189.84 million
(Appendix XIV-B) in product sales and 158,200 units
sold.
A competitive analysis was conducted on current
methods, such as a popular product, Lysol, which
retails for approximately $7 per can, whereas in bulk,
is $151.17 for 20 cases of 12 cans per case (7),
totaling 240 cans. School districts spent $88 million
on disinfectants and virucides in 2020-21 (5). With a
hypothetical figure of ⅓ of this disinfectant budget
spent on Lysol, Lysol earned $29.3 million from K-
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12 schools, based on the bulk price, equals 1.5
million cases sold.
The 2400 UV sanitation linings produced would net
$380 per unit, totaling $60.1 million in profit.
Compared to Lysol income of $29.3 million, the
lining would produce more revenue, however, less
units would be produced, so it is not as effective as
Lysol in regards to profit generation.
For the 2020-21 school year, K-12 schools in the
United States spent approximately $80 million on
multipurpose cleaners and approximately $88 million
on disinfectants and virucides (5), for a grand total of
$168 million on materials and consumables
implementing the CDC’s recommended COVID-19
mitigation strategies. With an estimation of each
school purchasing 2 units for a cost of $2400, the
previously calculated $189.84 million is more
expensive than current solutions, costing
approximately $22 million more. While this product
is not going to eliminate the need for disinfectants
and virucides, it would drastically reduce this need
while implementing a more effective method of
sanitation for classroom materials, so these products
could be used elsewhere, such as surfaces.
Considering that the cost of both multipurpose
cleaners and disinfectants are less than the cost of the
UV sanitation lining, it can be concluded that this
product is overall not competitive in price. This is
due to the fact that manufacturing costs are higher for
less units, and also considering that sanitizing UV-C
LEDs are very expensive and limited in availability
from distributors. All data including manufacturing
costs and profit can be found in Table 1, Appendix
IV-A.
Using Massillon City Schools, where the client is
employed, as an example of an average school
budget, $11.7 million, which is 24% of the total
revenue, is allocated to school operations (4), which
is the area of expenditure where a sanitation lining
would fit in. Because the district has seven schools, it
can be estimated that 30% of the total budget goes to
this particular school, for a total of $18.12 million for
Massillon Middle School. 24% of this budget is
$4.34 million, which is the percentage that was
previously stated as spent on operations. Therefore, it
can be reasonably concluded that based on the budget
of the school of interest, $2400 is a reasonable
expenditure for sanitation in this specific school.
11. SUMMARY FEASIBILITY DISCUSSION
After revision of the original need for surface
sanitation, a new need was identified as the need for
classroom tools to be sanitized, which can be
considered a portion of the original need for
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sanitation within the classroom. The design of a
portable, customizable lining does indeed satisfy this
need. Overall, the result can be categorized as a
prototype, because there are important improvements
to be made to the device such as the customizable
aspect, and it does not have a trial in a differing size
space due to time and budget constrictions.
12. DISCUSSION, LESSONS LEARNED,
CONCLUSIONS
During the design process, the first initial problem
was discovering that the originally chosen method,
surface sanitation with an umbrella-stand prototype,
would not function to sanitize the tables within the
time requirement. The team addressed this by
switching approaches to sanitizing classroom tools
where the time increment was longer and the team
could meet the user's need for effective sanitation
within a certain time frame. The team was satisfied
with frequency and number of team meetings as well
as labor division. However, issues arose with
purchasing and receiving supplies within the
supposed lead time. With delays in receiving
supplies, testing had to be rushed and potentially not
completed to the fullest extent possible, so the team
had to rely on analytical modeling and extensive
literature reviews. Something that could have been
done differently to potentially avoid this was
purchasing materials prior to analytical modeling
toward the middle of stage 4. This could not have
been done at the beginning of stage 4, because the
design approach was changed at this point.
Overall, UV disinfection was chosen due to the
client’s respiratory condition limiting them to UV
disinfection, because aerosol or chemical-based
solutions exacerbate the client’s symptoms. Another
reason for a UV approach is that it is a literatureproven method of disinfection because pathogens do
not develop immunity to altered DNA, which is how
UV light kills pathogens. Pathogen immunity is a
major problem in today’s pharmaceutical industry,
and ultimately results in different viral strains
developing, and is one of the major problems in
today’s pandemic.
The design approach was changed because time
needed to kill viruses exceeded the allotted time
between classes. Thus, the team chose to sanitize
classroom tools, which had a wider time range,
allowing for full sanitation of each tool.
The time allotted for each stage was appropriate,
however, the team could have approached the
problem with a smaller solution to begin with, like
the approach to sanitizing classroom tools, rather
than overall surface sanitation, which would have
allowed more time for drafting and benchtop testing.
The overall scope of the project topic, “Pandemic
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Care” was very difficult to narrow down and select a
specific problem, because a problem such as
inaccurate rapid antigen tests, inadequate medical
education, or clinical problems like long-term
coronavirus disease or mysterious side effects, were
far too technically difficult and required backgrounds
and resources that the team did not have, or did not
have an appropriate time frame to complete to result
in the best possible product.

13. FUTURE WORK
Under the chosen approach of sanitation for smaller
classroom tools, work required was intense, with full
documentation of user needs versus engineering
requirements, risk management, design of the overall
device and part selection, analytical modeling and
verification analysis, as well as validation
assessments. Design changes that would potentially
improve the project involve, but are not limited to,
larger and stronger UV-C LEDs, which would be
possible with a larger budget and time span, as well
as a larger lining for potentially an entire room meant
for sanitation. Opportunities to reduce risk include
warning signage or a potential indicator when the
device finishes sanitizing, such as a flashing light, or
a lock on the device that opens the lid of the chosen
container when sanitation is complete. Other
opportunities for risk management include proper
personal protective equipment provided with every
device, such as face shields or disposable sleeves.
Routine maintenance is also required to ensure
mitigation of risks associated with electrical or
mechanical failure. Shortcomings of other solutions
include an extensive time to sanitize, lack of ensuring
sanitation, and overall waste buildup. Future work
with this project includes presentation of this device
in a clinical innovation competition at a local medical
school, which will require in-depth analyses far
beyond this report.
14. INDIVIDUAL ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
Nicole Dembiczak
Nicole played a crucial role in creating the parts
design matrices and completing all each dFMEAs for
risk assessment at every stage of the project. Her
major contribution included a thorough research on
patents and existing solutions similar to our product.
She also worked alongside Quinn Piorkowski to build
the final device.
Alexandra Paxitzis
Alexandra was involved in creating the presentations
for every gate as well as important documentation
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such as the parts design and decision matrices and
bill of materials. Alexandra played a major role
contributing to the final report, poster and video
script and editing during the final phase of the
project, and helped with the residual risk mitigation
summary as well as the validation plan during the
final validation stage.
Quinn Piorkowski
Quinn played a key role in managing
communications with the NEOvations team.
Additionally, Quinn organized and conducted the
customer interviews along with Ivana Shah. Most
importantly, Quinn played a major role in building
the initial prototype as well as the final prototype,
creating important documentation such as dFMEA
and multiple QFDs.
Ivana Shah
Ivana played a significant role in managing and
organizing the team for meetings, allotting tasks and
ensuring that the team runs efficiently. Although the
members had an equal share of work, some major
contributions by Ivana include the verification of the
LED-UVCs and the Mylar coating as well as building
the initial prototype alongside Quinn Piorkowski.
15. PROFESSIONAL AND ETHICAL
RESPONSIBILITIES
As much as the general public hopes, the pandemic
we are in is not over. Quick, efficient but safe public
sanitation is a topic of discussion worldwide. When it
comes to education- students have to clean their
workspace before and after every class wasting time
that could be spent learning. And they must do this in
order to stay in person and not have to go back to
online learning. Therefore, we think research like this
project will help us get back what we all are longing
for- a normal life. A device like this could reduce the
environmental waste caused by other existing
solutions that use multiple chemical wipes. Proper
user training suggests that multiple wipes be used for
every table creating an exceptional amount of waste
every day. Our hopes of this project is to reduce the
environmental impact of attempting to sanitize and
clean public spaces such as classrooms.
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18. APPENDIX
I.

Existing solutions

●

Chemicals, Sprays and Wipes

○

○

○

○

●

Clorox Wipes

■
■

○

Cons: One-time use; Time-consuming; Wasteful;
Doesn’t properly disinfect unless multiple wipes
used (1/ft^2)

○

Sanni-Rinse

■
■

Pros: Long-lasting; Multiple uses after wash
Cons: Expensive; Staff questions
effectiveness/safety; Time-consuming;
Inhalation problem

○

Virex 256

■
■
■
■

Cons: Expensive; Time-consuming; Inhalation
problem

○

Pros: Affordable; Effective
Cons: One-time use; Time-consuming; Wasteful;
Prone to user error (Lysol gets wiped off before
effective)

Steam disinfectant

■

Pros: Effective against a variety of
microorganisms; No chemical reaction
Cons: Uses extremely high temperatures; Cannot
be used on heat sensitive equipment or in large

UV Light

■
■

●

Pros: Prevents spread of bacteria in the air
Cons: Time-consuming; Low dose; Safety
concerns

Swiffer Wet Jet

■
■

Pros: Adaptable; Effective
Cons: Wasteful; Time-consuming; Requires
batteries

Cordless Electrostatic Backpack Sprayer

■
■

Pros: Effective; Long-Lasting

Lysol

■
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Mechanical products

Pros: Affordable; Effective

Steam

○

public spaces

●

Pros: “Full, wrap around coverage”; Touchless
disinfection; Less solution and quicker spray
Cons: Requires time to completely dry; Manual
disinfection; Expensive ($700/handheld gun)

iRobot Braava Jet

■
■

Pros: Automatic; Effective; Rechargeable
Cons: Expensive; Tripping hazard; Timeconsuming

Foam

○

Hydro FoamMaster

■
■

Pros: Widespread coverage; Most cost effective
for large spaces
Cons: Requires a surfactant; Time required for
foam to evaporate and dry; Better suited for
industrial areas
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II.

Patents

●

US Patent 11124660 - Antimicrobial polymer coating and antimicrobial polymer film

●

●

●

●

○

February 13, 2020

■
■

Pros: Silicon hexagonal structure; Simple
Cons: Does not mention an adhesive/use in functional high-traffic environments

US Patent 10919020 - Air filters with functionalized nanotube compositions to control pathogens such as SARS CoV-2 (coronavirus)

○

February 16, 2021

■
■

Pros: Eliminates use of a mask; Uses antiviral metals; Uses PVA & PLA; Has other applications besides air filtration
Cons: Carbon nanotubes may be hard to work with

US Patent 7959859 - Ultrasonic sanitation device and associated methods

○

June 14, 2011

■
■

Pros: Holds liquid sanitation materials
Cons: May be outdated; Studies on SARS-CoV-2 virus unknown

US Patent 6060235 - Antiviral polymers comprising acid functional groups and hydrophobic groups

○

May 9, 2000

■
■

Pros: Known activity of functional groups; Studies on coronaviruses conducted
Cons: Not attached to a polymer scaffold such as a material, but we can use the methods

US Patent 20170224854A1-Systems and methods for sanitizing a tray table

○
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April 30th, 2019

■
■

Pros: Uses UV light for sanitation, specific to the tray tables, ensures efficient cleaning
Cons: Light operates while passengers are on board, not tested for COVID applications
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III.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer requirements
A. User Performance Characteristics
User friendly for teachers/students (ease of use)
Time efficient
Product adaptability (class size/type, desk materials/size)
Product durability
Prolonged use (ex: refill once a day)
Customer reassurance of disinfection
Ability to make sure area is sufficiently cleaned
Reduce waste/environmentally friendly
B. Safety
Electrical safety (fluid-resistant, no exposed wires)
Mechanical safety (school compliant, reduced risk of injury to students/teachers)
Biological safety (No biological harm to user ex: sprays or UV exposure
C. Ease of Use
Hands-free
Reduce the number of steps in the cleaning process
Ability to use product unmonitored
D. Cost
i.
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Cost efficient/affordable/cheaper than current solutions
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IV.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering requirements
Automated
Replaceability
Compatibility
Cost
Size
Interchangeable Parts
Maintenance Time
Sanitation Processing Time
Feedback Loop
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V.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) - From Section III, Design Inputs
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VI.

Concept Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
Key: Product names at top, SEV = Severity, OCC = Occurrence, DET = Detection rating, RPN = Risk priority number
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VII.

Prototype Sketch

Figure 1: Sketch of initial prototype for original surface sanitation concept
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VIII.

Parts Design Matrices

Figure 2: Parts Matrix for the UVC LED component

Figure 3: Parts Matrix for the LED housing component
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Figure 4: Parts Matrix for the Mylar curtain component

Figure 5: Parts Matrix for the power supply component
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Figure 6: Parts Matrix for backing component
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IX.

Assembly drawing in SolidWorks

Figure 7: SolidWorks assembly drawing of UV sanitation lining in box and on lid

Figure 8: SolidWorks part drawing of UV sanitation lining on lid
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Figure 9: SolidWorks part drawing of aluminum heat sink

Figure 10: SolidWorks part drawing of housing with UVC LED
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Figure 11: SolidWorks part drawing of polyester lining

Figure 12: SolidWorks part drawing of UVC LED
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X.
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XI.

Verification

Methods

Table 1: Verification table with inputs and requirements desired from output

Figure 13: ImageJ contrast and results shows binary image mapping where UV-C LED light will shine

Figure 14: Shows area of white pixels in binary image
Calculations
Radiant flux : 11.5
Height : 8cm (this is the height from the top of the box to the surface of the tool)
Radiant intensity (I) : 11.54π = 0.92 mW/sr
Irradiance = Icos d2 = 8.2 x 10-3 mW/cm2
Exposure time = UV dose / Irradiance
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Figure 15: Beam angles, irradiance, and disinfection times

Calculation for distance between LED lights:
X = 0.018 x beam angle x distance = 0.018 x 15 x 8
= 2.16 cm

Figure 16: LED pattern from trigonometry – 2.16 cm laterally spaced, 3.75 cm vertically spaced
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XII.

Validation

Figure 17: Validation Report – User friendliness, UV leakage criteria failed – detailed in comments

Figure 18: Validation Plan
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Validation procedures
•

Validation Number 1 - User Friendly:
o Client will use device; observe ease of use
▪ We will observe ability to turn on the device, ability to place tools within lining, ease of
installation within customer-chosen container
▪ Equipment: Tools, UVC Disinfecting Lining, container
▪ Steps:
▪ Have client install lining into container of her choice (plastic bin) and evaluate
ease of completion (COMPLETED)
▪ Have client place tools needing disinfection in the installed lining and evaluate
ease of completion (COMPLETED)
▪ Have client turn on device and evaluate ease of completion (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ The client should be able to complete the tasks listed above with ease and little
to no training should be required. Failure of validation will be indicated by
client’s comment of task being too difficult or unintuitive

•

Validation Number 2 - Time-efficient
o Time usage with timer
▪ We will test if device will save client more time with UVC Disinfecting Lining than with
Clorox products
▪ Equipment: Tools, UVC Disinfecting Lining, container, timer
▪ Steps:
▪ Start timer to begin UVC Disinfecting Lining testing (COMPLETED)
▪ Have client place tools (5) within the UVC Disinfecting Lining and store
container in the back room (COMPLETED)
▪ Stop timer and record results (COMPLETED)
▪ Start timer to begin Clorox product cleaning testing (COMPLETED)
▪ Have client clean tools (5) with Clorox products (COMPLETED)
▪ Stop timer and record results (COMPLETED)
▪ Compare results between UVC Disinfecting Lining and Clorox products
(COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ Time it takes client to setup UVC Disinfecting Lining should be less than time
taken to clean the tools by hand to pass

•

Validation Number 3 - Adaptable
o Try device with various tools
▪ We will test if the lining is able to be placed where the customer has chosen and if other
tools can be successfully disinfected
▪ Equipment: Tools (hammers and saws), UVC Disinfecting Lining, container
▪ Steps:
▪ Place hammers within UVC Disinfecting Lining and ensure proper fit
(COMPLETED)
▪ Place saws within UVC Disinfecting Lining and ensure proper fit
(COMPLETED)
▪ Place hammers AND saws within UVC Disinfecting Lining and ensure proper
fit (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ Tools fit properly within UVC Disinfecting Lining (both separately and
together) and receive proper exposure to LEDs
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•

Validation Number 4 - Durable
o Frequently install/uninstall/store product
▪ We will reinstall the UVC Disinfecting Lining within the chosen container (plastic bin)
and determine if it will continue to function
▪ Equipment: Tools, UVC Disinfecting Lining, container
▪ Steps:
▪ Install UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Uninstall UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Store away UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Reinstall UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Check for damages or dysfunctionalities (COMPLETED)
▪ Repeat if necessary for further testing (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ UVC Disinfecting Lining has no exposed wires, tears in material, breaks in
circuit, etc.

•

Validation Number 5 - Effective Disinfectant
o Test strips for UVC exposure
▪ We will test UVC LEDs with a UV test card to determine if LEDs are emitting ultraviolet
light
▪ Equipment: UVC LED, UV test card
▪ Steps:
▪ Power on UVC LED (COMPLETED)
▪ Shine LED onto the test card (COMPLETED)
▪ Record results as indicated by the test card (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ The test card has a green glow to indicate that the LEDs are emitting UVC light

•

Validation Number 6 - Compatible with school setting
o Use in environment with students
▪ We will bring the assembled device to the client to utilize during the school day to ensure
it does not interfere with classroom proceedings
▪ Equipment: UVC Disinfecting Lining, container, hammers
▪ Steps:
▪ Give lining to client to set up container and tools for sanitizing in chosen
location (COMPLETED)
▪ Proceed through the school day utilizing the lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Turn off device and receive feedback from client (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ The client was able to utilize the device effectively during an active school day

•

Validation Number 7 - Compact
o Fold device and store in small container
▪ We will fold the UVC Disinfecting Lining and store it away in a container
(drawer/closet/bin)
▪ Equipment: UVC Disinfecting Lining, drawer, closet, bin
▪ Steps:
▪ Fold UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Place UVC inside a drawer (COMPLETED)
▪ Remove from drawer and place inside a closet (COMPLETED)
▪ Remove from closet and place inside a bin (COMPLETED)
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▪

Acceptance Criteria:
▪ UVC Disinfecting Lining is properly stored within all three containers

•

Validation Number 8 - Safe
o Spectrometer used to measure UV leakage
▪ We will use a spectrometer to measure any UV leakage of the UVC Disinfecting Lining
while it is in use
▪ Equipment: UVC Disinfecting Lining, container, spectrometer
▪ Steps:
▪ Power on UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Power on spectrometer (INCOMPLETE)
▪ Measure any UV leakage coming from the container (INCOMPLETE)
▪ Record results (INCOMPLETE)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ Spectrometer shows no signs of any UV leakage

•

Validation Number 9- Hands-Free
o Client is able to walk away from device
▪ We will have the client turn on the device and leave it on to allow fro sanitizing of tools
▪ Equipment: UVC Disinfecting Liner, container, tools
▪ Steps
▪ Client will assemble device and place tools inside (COMPLETED)
▪ Client will turn on device and leave it to be sanitized (COMPLETED)
▪ Client will return when process is complete to power off device and remove
clean tools (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ Client is able to power on the device and return to teaching/other tasks without
having to monitor the device

•

Validation Number 10 - Affordable
o Cost analysis compared to methods used over the past two years; budget analysis
▪ We will look at the cost of the current method of sanitizing (clorox wipes) and compare it
to the cost of the device over two years
▪ Equipment: Bill of Materials for Lining, Budget of Massillon Middle School for cleaning
supplies
▪ Steps:
▪ Calculate total cost to create UVC Disinfecting Lining ($742.54)
(COMPLETED)
▪ Calculate the total cost of clorox wipes used in 2 years by the client (Estimate
for school for 1 classroom: $1,750) (COMPLETED)
▪ Compare cost of each (COMPLETED)
▪ Acceptance Criteria:
▪ The cost of the lining is less than the cost of clorox wipes over two-year period

•

Validation Number 11 - Reusable
o Client will use device multiple times
▪ We will have client disinfect tools multiple times in one day for several days
▪ Equipment: UVC Disinfecting Layer, container, tools
▪ Steps:
▪ Place first set of tools within the container (COMPLETED)
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▪

▪
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Power on UVC Disinfecting Lining for time required for disinfection
(COMPLETED)
▪ Turn off UVC Disinfecting Lining (COMPLETED)
▪ Repeat disinfection process until all tools are properly disinfected
(COMPLETED)
▪ Record results (COMPLETED)
Acceptance Criteria:
▪ UVC Disinfecting Lining is able to disinfect tools without needing a cooldown
period or breaking
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XIII.

Residual risk mitigation

Figure 19: Residual risk mitigation summary table
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XIV.

Market and Manufacturing Analysis
a. Calculation of sale price for sanitation lining found in Marketing and Manufacturing:
i. Total Bill of Materials price for one lining: Approximately $640
ii. High volume parts discount: $128 - which is ⅕ of the BOM price
iii. Labor: $256
iv. Overhead: $512
v. + 60% Margin: ~ $308
vi. Total: $1200 per unit with a profit of $304 per unit

b.

Market and Manufacturing Table:

Table 2: shows products, costs, and profits for UV sanitation versus Lysol (comparative analysis)
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XV.

Gantt Charts for Academic Year

Figures 20 & 21: Fall Semester Gates 1, 2, 3

Figures 22 & 23: Spring Semester Gates 4 and 5
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XVIII. Supply Expenses

Table 3: Shows description of materials, vendor, date, and quantity ordered, cost of items and shipping, as well as a
total assembly price of $493.85.
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